A number of participants of the Tartu symposium mentioned that it was the right time to study and discuss the history of the international law scholarship in Eastern and Central Eastern Europe. Furthermore, upon the initiative of Professor William E. Butler, the East European and Russian Yearbook of International and Comparative Law was founded.
On 30 September 2006, a smaller follow-up seminar with particular emphasis on the history of the international law scholarship in Russia took place in Tartu. The presentations were made by Jean Allain (Belfast), Yuri Kolosov (Moscow), Marju Luts (Tartu) and Ilja Rachkov (Moscow). This seminar was also supported by the Volkswagenstiftung, and we would, once again, like to thank the Foundation for its help.
While most articles in this volume have grown out from the presentations made in Tartu, two authors could not come to Tartu at that time (Vladimir-Djuro Degan and Peter Holquist). They have been invited to join in with their articles.
II
Why study the history of the international law scholarship in Central Eastern and Eastern Europe? This question enshrines several subquestions. The first is: why study the history of international law scholarship in general?
Traditionally, scholars of international law have been more interested in the history of international law per se rather than the history of international law scholarship. For example, in the history of international law written by Wilhelm Grewe, 1 the history of international law scholarship is a mere sideshow of and commentary upon the main point of interest: the development of international law as applied and developed in the state practice. This preference can partly be explained with the dominant influence of positivism on the European international law scholarship during the late-19th and the 20th centuries. To emphasize, the subjective creative role of the international lawyers on the background of the "objectively existing and developing legal system" seemed to undermine the collective effort of the very same international lawyers to show that the rule of law in international relations had to be taken seriously. Downplaying the role of the international law scholars in explaining the development of the law of nations was thus also an act of self-restraint.
